THINGS FRANCISCAN

It was a roller-coaster start to the year! With the new building not quite finished, and the Year 7 classes moving to the senior campus (Assisi Campus) it was the beginning of a very exciting year - quite a challenge. All is settled now, and with the official opening of the building (Piazza di Santa Croce) later in August, life is as near normal as it gets at Padua.

The College is proceeding with its Padua College as One in 2016, focusing on, among the goals, Franciscan Ethos, Pastoral Care, the Curriculum, Facilities, and Technology.

Next year the student numbers will increase with six Year 7 classes, as well as continuing with five Year 5 and 6 classes. It will not be too long before student numbers reach 1500.

You may know that the College has significantly updated its website, (www.padua.qld.edu.au). It is well worth a visit.

Many of you may remember Fr Ben Clowes ofm, former teacher and Rector of Padua. This year he celebrated his 40th anniversary as a priest. Fr Ben now resides at The Friary, 21 Adele Street, Kedron.

Br Matthew Beckmann ofm, who has spent some time at Padua, continues his studies for a Ph.D. at the University of Leeds (U.K.) He hopes to be returning within 12 months.

Fr Paul Rout ofm, former Paduan student and onetime teacher at Padua is back in Australia from teaching at Heythrop College (University of London), and is now lecturing in Philosophy at Yarra Theology Union (Melbourne University of Divinity) till the end of the year.

Fr John Boyd-Boland
Dr Brunello attends Academic Assembly

The guest speaker for the Academic Assembly was Dr Rohan Brunello. Dr Brunello is an old boy of the College, having attended Padua from 1985 through until his graduation in 1992. After completing a Bachelor of Applied Science specialising in Human Movement Studies in 1997 at the University of Queensland, he then went on to graduate with a Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery in 2001, graduating with Honours. In 2010, Dr Brunello awarded a Fellow of the Royal Australian College of Surgeons in Orthopedics and has been awarded clinical fellowships in both the United Kingdom and the United States. He is currently in private practice at the Wesley Orthopaedic Clinic and visits the Royal Brisbane and The prince Charles Hospitals as a visiting Specialist. During his time at the College, Dr Brunello was a keen sportsman who was selected as an Australian and Queensland U17 Rugby League Representative in 1993, as a Queensland Students Rugby League Representative in 1995 and as a Queensland Metropolitan Rugby Union Representative in 1996. Dr Brunello spoke about the importance of intrinsic motivation and I would like to again thank him for being so generous with his time.

It is with regret that I inform you that James Thornton (OB 2003) died in June. A month previously, I officiated at his wedding. James died from cancer. The Funeral Mass was held at the Kedron Parish Church on Friday 13th June. Fr John

WEDDINGS

If you have any information about forthcoming nuptials of old boys, please let us know.

Recent Weddings

Anthony Hodge (2002) (Padua Teacher—Kathy Hodge's youngest son) married Sarah Morris (Padua Teacher—Peter Morris’ eldest daughter) over the ANZAC weekend. Peter’s daughters used to often joke around the dinner table about the odds of one of them ever marrying an old boy of Padua whom Peter taught.
Life after Padua—Year 11 students

The Bulletin - Ben Lowrie

Over the last three weeks the students of Year 11 have been involved in a panel style presentation with a number of Old Boys of Padua about their life experiences post school. The 13 gentlemen (listed below) have kindly given of their time to share their school memories and career choices, as well as offer practical, career and life advice to the boys.

The Old Boys represent a cross section of the working community. Teachers, police officers, actors, comedians, business owners, tradesmen and musicians were just a sample of the chosen career paths that were represented.

The 4 week series has allowed the Year 11s a great insight into the working world and for some, an opportunity to network with a professional already achieving in their chosen field.

On behalf of Padua, I'd like to thank all of the old boys who were able to give of their time for our students. Thank you to:

Anthony Cau (2009) – University Student
Eric Newburn – Musician
Steven Hooper (1985) – Strength and Conditioning Coach
Michael Jones - Detective
Damien Fall (1987) – Teacher/Vice Principal
James Tinniswood (2000) – Law Clerk / Comedian
Brian Brady (1979) – Real Estate Owner
Damien Garvey (1982) – Actor/Film and TV/Voice overs
Anthony Krajewski (2001) – Cabinet Maker/ Business Owner
Chris Holding (1988) – Construction
Noah Honeywell (2007) – Business Owner / Entrepreneur
Josh Skyring (2008) – University Student studying Law / working for a Barrister
Old Boy speaks at Academic Excellence Awards

The Bulletin
Jason Pacey

The year has started at a hectic pace and academically, we have seen some outstanding achievements already this year. Last week I announced the academic award winners from Semester 2, 2013, along with the OP 1-5 recipients from our 2013 cohort. A special thanks must go to Old Boy, Sam Weston (OB 2012), who spoke to the boys about ‘making your own luck’. His words were inspirational as too is the example he set.

In 2010 changes were made to the Old Boys’ electronic database at the College. There were a number of issues with this and, in talking with some Old Boys, it seems that some names and details have been lost. It is important that the database is as accurate and comprehensive as possible to keep all Old Boys informed. If you are talking to any fellow Old Boy, please ask them if they are still receiving emails notifying them of events and the Newsletters. If they received emails in years gone by and no longer receive emails, please encourage them to get in touch with the College by email, oldboys@padua.qld.edu.au or by telephone 07 3857 9999 or to change their details via the new website.
The annual Old Boys V First XI cricket match

The annual Old Boys V First XI cricket match took place on the 14th of March this year in a 20:20 format. This played into the hands of the ever aging and fatiguing Old Boys. Recruitment Officer and old Boys stalwart, Scott Maguire (1989) drafted well this year and made the tactical decision to move himself to the bench. He enlisted fellow 1989 Senior, Chris Holding with a wealth of experience on the cricket field along with some young blood in Samson Lowney (2013), Jonathan Knight (2009), Dave Longhurst (2009), Chris O’Shea (1994), Anthony Hoiberg (1995) and Chris Humphreys (1996).

As per tradition the Old Boys opted to bat first with Chris Holding and Frank DePasquale (1979) leading the team out at a run a ball till the 6th over. Some tight bowling and a few tactical field changes saw a few quick wickets and some tight overs in the middle dragging the Old Boys to 5/74 after 13 overs. This bought Marty Raadschelders (1997) and Jonathan Knight to the crease and with some hefty hitting (three 6s & eight 4s between them) and quick running to put a quick 69 more on the board. At the end of the 20 overs a respectable 7/154 had been reached.

The very confident First XI started well with Captain, Reece Andrews and fellow opener, Tom Allison putting on a 63 run partnership. This was confidently followed by Stephen Gill taking the First XI to 3/110 after 13 overs. However experience and some skill by the Old Boys saw Anthony Hoiberg snare Stephen Gill with a quick stumping and Chris O’Shea taking a Fatty Vautin esk catch to turn the tide leaving the First XI at 8/149 after 18 overs. Needing just 6 off the last 2 overs Samson Lowney spun some magic and dismissed their 9th batsmen and followed up the first ball of the final over with a run out from the boundary leaving the First XI 1 run short.

The excited Old Boys celebrated the win with a few drinks and pizza post match, with many of the games heroics and stories of yester-year getting more indulgent by the minute.

Old Boys 7/154 (M Raadschelders 49n.o., C Holding 44, J Knight 27 T Allison 2-37, J Gentile 1-16, L Attwood 1-25)

First XI 153 ( S Gill 34, R Andrews 29, T Allison 29 S Lowney 3-33, D Longhurst 2-15, M Raadschelders 2-19)
Congratulations

These are four 2013 Old Boys who each won a scholarship under "Students of the Future Program" awarded to only 100 engineering and science students in QLD funded by the Resources and Mining council. The awards were given out in September 2013 at a presentation in the city. These boys are all studying engineering at QUT and qualified on their GPA. It also provided mentoring from major companies over the last year. They students are as follows from left to right.

David de Innocentis, Josh Costelloe, Declan Gilmour and Damien Slinger.
1957 Grade 4

Front Row
XX, Michael Cross, Graham Chalmers, Doug Smith?, XX, Jeff Aheam, Noel Gain, XX, Paul Jones, XX, XX, McGuire?, Ray Simon, Malcolm Stark.

Second Row
XX, Graham McKenna, XX, Brian McKay, Richard Nikola, XX, XX, Fred Ramsden, XX, XX, Tony O’Hara, XX

Third Row

Back Row
Brian Cunningham, XX, XX, Bernard Metcalfe, Wayne Forrest, Greg Whitton, Paul Doo?

Can you fill in any of the missing names?
Circa 1959—Grade Six

Front Row

Second Row
M Branch, W Lee, Terry Walters, Tony O'Hara, Michael Longhurst, Graham McKenna, Russell Crowdey, Crawford?, Peter Ryan, Jeffery Ahearn, Bernard Metcalfe.

Third Row
Eugene Kusnierz, Brian Cunningham, Paul Jones, Michael O'Keefe, Darryl Day, Michael Willett, Terry Thistleton, Terry Stewart, XX, Wayne Forrest.

Fourth Row
XX, Greg Whitton, Richard Nikola, XX, P Hottes, Brian McKay, Noel Brown.

Back Row
Peter Otago, Fred Ramsden, John Crowdey, Birch?, XX, Rodney Brewer.

Kindly contributed by Mike Willett
Senior class of 1965
The first Paduan 1958

NOTES TO PARENTS

SPORT—Every pupil in the College is expected to take part in the sporting life of the College, and to be prepared to do his duty to the full when given the honour of representation in any sporting activity. Of course, if it is considered that emphasis on sport is likely to prejudice scholastic success, a curtailment of sporting activities in an individual case will certainly be considered.

SPIRIT OF STUDY—At Padua a boy is expected to apply himself to study without undue pressure from teacher or parent. It is an important part of a boy’s training that as soon as possible he should be brought to realise that his future is in his own hands; the best opportunities may be wasted through lack of application and perseverance.

CLASS HOURS—Classes commence at 9 a.m. and terminate at 3.30 p.m. During the day there are two recesses, 11:00 to 11:20 and another of an hour at 12:30 p.m.

ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY—Regular attendance and punctuality are of the highest importance, and in the case of unavoidable absence the Teacher in charge of the class should be notified.
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The Paduan 1958
Year 10 1966

Kindly contributed by
Terry Williamson

Recognise anyone?
Editor: In 1998 Padua purchased the 7.2 hectares at Elliott Street, Banyo from the Catholic Archdiocese of Brisbane, that was because when the Christian Brothers left St Columban’s College, all that College’s property was left to the Archdiocese.
Padua in the News

Primary Armidale Rugby Competition

Youth Highlanders top ten at TAS

Young Highlanders with new coach and new style of play. A new era for Armidale Rugby]

Ourfc.org

PADUA COLLEGE, BRISBANE ENJOY VISIT TO OURFC

Published on Wednesday, 2 April 2014

On Wednesday morning, OURFC were delighted to be able to host Padua College from Brisbane at Telford Road as the first stop on their 10-day European Rugby Tour. Having arrived at Heathrow at 6.00am, Oxford was a suitable first stop for the boys to stretch their legs and get a first taste of the UK weather, some 10 degrees cooler than back home in Queensland! The weather, for the most part, was perfect with a mild morning temperature of 16 degrees. The boys were greeted by Padua College’s Australian coach, who stopped by to introduce his team and share some information on the school.

The school has seven fixtures arranged during their two-week stay in Europe, taking in five countries:

- Thursday 3rd April: Thomas Rans School, Gloucester
- Saturday 5th April: Massed College, Scotland
- Monday 7th April: Myths College, Belfast
- Wednesday 9th April: Sir keysters RFC, Dublin
- Saturday 12th April: Gillingham RFC, Kent
- Saturday 16th April: Army RFC, Belgium
- Thursday 18th April: RGS Ipswich Rugby, Paris
Where are they now?

by Deborah Kemp
14/11/2013

Cameron joined the Navy in 2010 and is currently serving on HMAS Melbourne in the Middle East.

Cameron completed his training at HMAS Cerebrus, and then was posted to HMAS Cairns. After spending approximately 6 months in Cairns he was posted to HMAS Kuttabul. In 2012 Cameron was posted to HMAS Melbourne to commence training and work ups for deployment to the Middle East. HMAS Melbourne departed Sydney on August 25th 2013 and are not scheduled to return until March 2014.

HMAS Melbourne have already been involved in the capture of suspected pirates on their first patrol, I have attached a link of the news article for you.


Cameron’s current rank is Able Seaman Maritime Logistics - Supply Chain Cameron Cooper

I have attached some photos of Cameron that have just come through from his deployment. I have also added the information about the photos below.

Ship’s company passing food stores along the line from HMAS Melbourne’s Port hangar, down 'Collins St." during a Replenishment at Sea in the Arabian Sea. *** Local Caption *** HMAS Melbourne has conducted a Replenishment at Sea (RAS) with Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Fort Victoria in the Arabian Sea. The Adelaide class Guided Missile Frigate took 418,000 litres of diesel fuel, and also embarked thirteen pallet of victuals by helicopter. Four members of Melbourne had the chance to share a cross-deck experience, in which they spent a brief visit on board the RFA tanker; six members of the Royal Navy likewise had the opportunity to visit Melbourne. Commonwealth of Australia

Petty Officer Medic Dion Dredge overseas Ship's Medical Emergency Team members (left) Able Seaman Maritime Logistics - Supply Chain Cameron Cooper and Able Seaman Maritime Logistics - Steward Jackson Ramsden, as they stabilise 'casualty' Lieutenant Stuart Marshman in the hangar during a crash-on-deck exercise on board HMAS Melbourne in the Area of Operations. *** Local Caption *** As HMAS Melbourne departs the area of her first operational port visit, Fujairah, the Guided Missile Frigate has undergone continuation training in combat survivability. In this scenario the ship’s company had to contend with a helicopter crash-on-deck situation, where the casualties had to be rescued and treated, the aircraft fire fought, and the fire associated with the aircraft penetrating the flight deck into the ship also fought. All these events occur simultaneously, and have to be prioritised by seriousness and taking into account the available resources and manning state. Commonwealth of Australia.
Where are they now?

Brisbane Times
April 2014

Nick Barnes
(Ob 2012)

Fever pitch
Cool choirs hit the high notes

Michael Goodwin
(Ob 2009)

Bayside Star
October 2013

Dinner connects children with jungle

*He is young and ready to run. - Bayside student Michael Goodwin will run the Macquarie University 1,000km Freshman 34km, raising funds and awareness of bone cancer and leukemia around the world. See his progress online at www.myankor.com.au*
Where are they now?

Daniel Gaudiello (OB 1997)

Daniel, Principal dancer with the Australian Ballet, with Mr Michael O’Brien, Ms Trish Dwyer and Mr Bob Out at a visit to Padua College earlier this year.

Sunday Mail 22 June 2014

Lindsay Collins (OB 2013)
Where are they now?

Mr David Camerlengo  
(Ob 1995)

Earlier this year, David was appointed the Queensland Government Trade & Investment Commissioner for North America. He is based in Houston, Texas.


Vince Kelly joined the School of Human Movement Studies at UQ in 2009 after a 15 year career in elite sport working as a strength and conditioning coach with professional football teams and the Queensland Academy of Sport. He holds a conjoint appointment as Associate Lecturer - Sport and Exercise Science in the School of Human Movement Studies and also fills the position of High Performance Manager with UQ Sport. Vince obtained a postgraduate Honours degree in Exercise Physiology (HMS) from The University of Queensland. He also completed his undergraduate degree in Applied Science (HMS) at The University of Queensland. Vince is currently completing his PhD examining the efficacy of beta-alanine supplementation.

Associate Lecturer Vince Kelly teaches Sport and Exercise Science in the undergraduate program and coordinates the undergraduate course "Developing the Elite Athlete" and "Exercise Physiology" in the Sports Coaching Postgraduate Coursework Programs. He is also a sessional lecturer in first, second and third year courses. Each year Vince supervises honours students in a wide variety of sport science and strength and conditioning projects.

Vince has previously worked in Strength and Conditioning roles with elite and professional sports including the South Sydney Rabbitohs, Australian Rugby Union, Western Force, Fiji Rugby Union, Auckland Rugby Union, and the Queensland Academy of Sport including several Olympic Gold Medalists. The highlight of this experience was victory in the 2005 7s Rugby World Cup and training the 2011 and 2013 Formula 2 Ski Racing World Champions.

Associate Lecturer Vince Kelly is a leading strength and conditioning coach, currently working with Ski Racing Australia and Ski Racing Qld. He currently consults with the Brisbane Broncos, North Queensland Cowboys and Wynnum Manly Rugby League and has previously consulted to the International Rugby Board and Australian Rugby Union. Vince is also a leading strength and conditioning coach educator consulting to the Australian Strength and Conditioning Association (ASCA).

Mr Kelly currently manages the UQ Sport Academy, an organisation that provides commercial sport science and strength and conditioning services to National and State Sporting Organisations, sporting clubs, schools and the general public. Current clients include Brisbane Lions, Rowing Australia, Rowing Queensland, Netball Queensland, Softball Queensland, Judo Federation of Australia - Queensland, Little Athletics Queensland, Wynnum Manly Rugby League, Brisbane City Football Club, UQ Rugby Academy, UQ Boat Club, Brisbane Grammar School, Padua College and many individual athletes.

http://www.hms.uq.edu.au/our-staff/academic-staff/vince-kelly/
Where are they now?

Northside News

Film sheds light on depression

Jane Chudleigh

WHEN a group of QUT students decided to create a film on depression, what surprised them most was not how many Brisbane identities signed on to the project – but how deeply the issue affected those who appear to have perfect life in the public eye.

Student Andrew Cripps, who has experienced depression and anxiety, wanted to do a film project to help others.

Within days of roping in friend and fellow student Nicolas Laube, the B105 Abby, Steve and Labby breakfast team had come on board, and Channel 9 was showing interest.

Two months after the project started, media stars, athletes such as Australia’s leading water skier Joel Howley, X Factor identities and musicians such as band Violent Soho were all on board, with a number of high profile identities also taking notice.

Mr Laube said while the 10-minute film would intertwine Mr Cripps’ experiences with celebrities providing messages of support, it was the personal stories they told off-camera that were most revealing.

“I couldn’t believe it – we talked to them before filming and they said things like you wouldn’t know it, but I had depression for 10 years’, or ‘my brother and sister had it really bad’. Mr Laube said.

“Wo we were shocked, because in the public eye we think celebrities are perfect, but to be honest they are normal people.”

The film, which has the support of Beyond Blue and Lifeline, is scheduled to be finished in late March, and will be uploaded to YouTube and spread through social media.
What happening around the school?

Taken from the Bulletin Newsletter article by

Confraternity 2014

I was very proud to witness the efforts of our Senior students, who were part of the QISSRL Confraternity Shield team. They were successful in winning the Bob Lindner Trophy, but more importantly, they developed significantly as young men, over what is a grueling week. Their first game was a very forgettable performance, but rather than giving in, they listened and learned from their coaches, improved in most of the rest of their games and developed some resilience to compliment their skills by the end of the week.

The Confraternity was also an example of how lucky the boys are to have such fine coaches. The performances of Mr Scott Maguire (OB 1988) and Mr Gary O’Brien in preparing the boys, refocussing them throughout the week and motivating them to achieve their best were extraordinary. Coaching the team to play rugby league as a team against some quality opposition, who regularly play the game and to win a Division Two trophy is a remarkable effort. Well done to the team and the coaches. Well done also to the support team Mr Mansfield, Mr Lowrie, Mr Casey, Mr Guilfoyle and Mr Speranza. Finally, congratulations to Jordan Fewings on his selection in the QISSRL Merit side, selected from amongst the 44 teams.

Football Report 2014

Fr John Boyd-Boland

This was not our most successful year in AIC. However, there were two special highlights for the season. The First XI game against our north side rivals St. Patricks, Shorncliffe, when Padua came from behind to win a 2-1 in a nail biting finish. Then there was the success of our 15A team, who won an outright premiership. The boys were brilliantly coached by old boy Luke Richmond, 2011 Beirne House captain, and former 1st. XI captain. This was our first A premiership in some years. Hopefully it augurs well for the years to come.

Rugby Report 2014

Some 550 boys represented Padua in 19AIC, and 10CIC teams this year.

This season Padua obtained 2nd place aggregate in the AIC competition. Nine of our eleven aggregate teams finished in the top 3, and our 15Bs went through undefeated.

Much of our recent success in rugby is due to our dedicated coaches, managers, trainers, and support staff. A huge thanks to Mr. Sean Graham who was Rugby Co-ordinator for the year.

The future of Paduan rugby looks very bright for the years to come!
What happening around the school?

New Building
Santa Croce

All students posed for a photo prior to Easter
What happening around the school? 6 Nation Rugby Tour

Scott Maguire (OB 1988)

I hope the boys all arrived home in high spirits after a very long trip home and have told you heaps of stories (once they got out of bed).

What an amazing trip. From Brisbane to London to Gloucester to Hawick to Belfast to Dublin to London to Brussels to Brugge to The Somme to Paris to Brisbane. All in only 19 days.

The boys played some great rugby and the indications suggest that we will have a very promising AIC Season. Also we were fortunate only to suffer a few injuries along the way. Hopefully those boys will be okay for Round 1.

But for me, the life lessons learnt on tour will last forever. London and Paris are such breath taking cities within unbelievable history and sites. Really hard to believe at times. The hospitality of STRS, Hawick, Methodist, Skerries, Dorking, Lille Flandres and Rugby SUD 77 was first class. Dublin provided many great memories again. the Irish certainly know how to enjoy themselves. The medieval city of Brugge is a must see. It really impressed the boys. The War Memorial at Villiers Bretonneux and the Somme Battlefields were very moving. It was a great place for us to reflect on how lucky we are and how destructive war is. The boys reciting the Peace Prayer with Fr John at the Memorial was a real highlight (and the photo is cracking). Notre Dame on Good Friday was also very special. And to be guard of honour at the London Irish Rugby was an unexpected bonus. This really is only a snap shot.

You should all be very proud of our boys. They were great ambassadors for Padua (and for Australia). I really do think that they embraced the whole tour even when it was fast paced with lots of travelling and packing. Very rarely did we hear any complaining or negativity. They engaged really well with our host schools and clubs and were always eager to tell us their stories. I cannot praise them enough. I do hope however that they understand the sacrifices you had to make for them to experience this.

Finally to the staff (FJ, Simon, Ben, Ty, Sean and Mick) thank you so much for the important part you played. You all bought your own strengths to the tour and made it the raging success it was. I really enjoyed your company and we too have some great memories. I hope you all had a amazing time like I did.

Scott Maguire

Head of Sport
What happening around the school?

Steven Fields
(Ob 1991)

Year 12 Mooting

On the 2nd of May, three aspiring legal eagles, year 12 students, Heath Gabbett, Daniel McLindon and Tyler Stosic took part in the Bond University Mooting Competition. With impressive prizes on offer ($100 000 Bond University scholarship) the boys embraced the opportunity to learn more about working within the legal system with great enthusiasm. The team had been given a hypothetical legal case along with the relevant statutes and precedent cases. The case involved a 15 year old boy, who had broken his neck while swinging from a rope into a river at a Council event. The Padua boys were asked to represent this fictitious client and to prove that the Council had breached its duty of care.

After preparing their case for about two months, it was time for the boys to compete. They arrived at the Commonwealth Law Courts building in the city, and were shocked by the cold environment of the Courts. Their nerves started to kick in as they waited just outside their hearing room. The judge soon called the boys in to begin their moot. Heath Gabbett as Senior Counsel addressed the Court first, assisted by Junior Counsel Daniel McLindon and instructing solicitor, Tyler Stosic. One unique element of mooting is the constant interruption by the judge, and the conversational tone of speech that is expected. The boys spoke well under pressure, maintaining their composure and responding well to the judges’ questions.

One particularly memorable response was from Daniel McLindon who reminded the bemused Judge that ‘a fifteen year-old isn’t exactly the epitome of human reasoning.’ While they weren’t given a result on the day (winners of the Brisbane heat are announced at a later date), the judges were very positive about the research and advocacy skills of the Padua students who are hopeful of progressing to the next round of the State-wide competition.

Mark Taylor

In June, teacher Mark Taylor suffered a heart attack while playing in his regular Wednesday night touch team. Thanks to the efforts of Mr Mansfield, Mr O'Shea (Ob 1994) and in particular Mr Humphries (OB 1996) and Dr Rohan Brunello (OB 1992), doctor and a former student of Mr Taylor's, who happened to be playing at the same time), Mr Taylor was able to be treated in the Prince Charles Hospital. He returned to work on part time basis in Term 3.

Ben Lowrie & Michael O'Brien
What happening around the school?

New College Website—Old Boys Network

REGISTER OR UPDATE YOUR DETAILS

We thank the Old Boys currently registered and to those who keep their contact details updated.

To amend your details or to register please complete the form below. It is essential that you provide your email address so we can keep you informed about College news and events and send you the half yearly Old Boys’ newsletter. For more information about the Padua College Old Boys’ Privacy Policy please visit the Old Boys’ Privacy Notice.

For more information regarding membership please visit the FOTh Directory and The Padua Foundation pages.

Christian Name
Surname
Graduation Year
Years in attendance
I am

Update your details

Old Boys’ Pages

Located under Community
About our Community Business Directory Initiative

Connecting the Community

Now in its fifth year, the combined schools FOTH Community Business Directory provides a unique opportunity for businesses to promote themselves directly to the Franciscan Community. The Franciscan Community consists of Padua College, St Anthony's Primary School and Mt Alvernia College, and their surrounding community and businesses.

We encourage parents, friends, supporters and of course Old Boys of Padua College to use this directory whenever they are in need of a builder, electrician, hairdresser, painter or any services required. In supporting each other in this way, the FOTH Community Business Directory will grow, and strengthen our community in a very real and practical way.

Advertising in the FOTH Community Business Directory shows your support for Padua College and the local Kedron Franciscan community. It also provides great exposure for your business to the Community in a targeted marketing approach that ensures the audience is receptive to your values.

Further to the above, for 2014 we are expanding the marketing and advertising opportunities for the Directory. We are incorporating a Facebook page, ramping up our e-Newsletters, adding e-Newsletter sign up features to various applications, developing LinkedIn integration to the online Directory and expanding our network reach to a wider community. On top of this, we will be holding a Launch Event at St Anthony's Primary School on Thursday 31 October; we would love for all the Padua College Old Boys to be involved in this fantastic networking event.

PC Graphic Art will be managing all FOTH Directory bookings and payments on behalf of Padua College (and the FOTH Schools). To make a booking or for more information, please contact PC Graphic Art at forthdirectory@pcgraphicart.com.au, call 07 3358 4654 or visit the FOTH Directory website http://fothdirectory.com.au.